A continuum thermodynamic model for how whirls can transform into thermal energy-forms determined by a functional relation for temperature is derived. This is used to describe how fishes maintain circulation in the vascular system, at very low temperatures.
Introduction
Theories for interactions of different types of energy, e.g. kinetic, mechanical and thermal are of importance in many fields. It invokes also transformations between them, dissipation and creation of sublevels and super levels. Here, we will scrutinize the ramifications of thermodynamics and continuum mechanics for a viscous incompressible fluid. 
Balance Equation for Entropy
where, with usual notations; ρ , η , s, θ , trL, 
Entropic Forces in Elasticity and Continuum Mechanics
An example of an entropic system in material science is a study of biological tissues with some elasticity, and motion also governed by a statistic random distribution dependent on temperature, c.f. [2] .
It appears that in harmonisation between continuum mechanical formulation and classical statistical mechanics, the molecule mass enters in the statistics ca- 
Solutions in Terms of Independent Variables on a Manifold
To connect w 2 with kinematics and geometry, alternate frames could be chosen:
With discrete memory as implied from Tti in anco, the acceleration may be from a previous state. This gives change of direction, such that the angular acceleration is the square of angular velocity.
No heat or terms with temp balanced: Here we will proceed with one d.o.f on the meso-scale provided by continuum mechanics. Formulations in terms of energies depending on θ , η , w and energy conjugate to w, could be done comparison with notations of a manifold, Open Journal of Molecular and Integrative Physiology c.f. [1] . Then, either a measure of whirl and temperature as forms without connection to coordinates, or the whirl and temperature expressed in R 3 -coordinates, could be used as the independent variable in analysis.
Next, the latter will be considered to see how the fields matter in real space.
Solutions in Terms of Spatial Coordinates in R 3
Since w is connected to angle ϕ as • Finally, a case with small scale harmonic oscillator solutions will be derived.
With θ ∆ proportional to θ , a solution is 
Applications
A plausible application is the vascular system of fishes in the North Sea where it is cold. At the outside boundary of the fish, the flow creates whirl. This could be copied inside, but such a remote connection of shapes is not necessary to invoke in this modeling. It is sufficient to assume that any large scale kinetic energy from outside can be transferred to interior fluid with a density and a vorticity flow.
Another application, where whirls transform into other energy is when fishes move up in a fall, c.f. Figure 1 and [3] . First, we may consider it as a quantised system with two states, namely down with whirls of energy V, and on its way almost up with energy V-V pot . Looking in more details, it appears that the whirls provide an elastic ground to bump from. Then the description will materialize in spatial coordinates, but the input may remain similar with energies. Functional expressions while depending on coordinates in R 3 is explained in [1] , as exemplified above.
Conclusions
The model shows how whirls can transform into a thermal energy-form deter- The possibility for fishes of turning a larger scale kinetic energy into heat inside a system is probably the most important application in this respect.
